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Abstract. Isogeny-based cryptography is one of the main candidates of
post-quantum cryptography. To realize efficient computations, one usu-
ally uses formulas of scalar multiplications and isogeny computations
on elliptic curves using only one coordinate in isogeny-based cryptog-
raphy. The x-coordinate of Montgomery curves is the most standard,
and we sometimes use the x-coordinate of Montgomery− curves, the w-
coordinate of Edwards curves, and the w-coordinate of Huff’s curves.
In this paper, we define a novel function on elliptic curves called the gen-
eralized Montgomery coordinate that has the four coordinates described
above as special cases. For a generalized Montgomery coordinate, we
construct an explicit formula of scalar multiplication which includes the
division polynomial, and both a formula of an image point under an
isogeny and that of a coefficient of the codomain curve.
Finally, we expect numerous applications for the generalized Montgomery
coefficient. As an experimental study, we present two applications of
the theory of a generalized Montgomery coordinate. The first one is to
construct a new efficient formula to compute isogenies on Montgomery
curves. This formula is more efficient than the previous one for high
degree isogenies as the

√
élu’s formula in our implementation. The sec-

ond one is to construct a new generalized Montgomery coordinate for
Montgomery− curves used for CSURF.

Keywords: isogeny-based cryptography · Vélu’s formulas · elliptic curves
· generalized Montgomery coordinates

1 Introduction

In 1994, Shor revealed that the currently used public key cryptosystems can
be broken by quantum computers [Sho94]. Therefore, we need to develop new
cryptosystems that are resistant to cryptanalysis by both classical computers
and quantum computers. Isogeny-based cryptography is considered as one of
the important candidates of post-quantum cryptography due to its compactness.
Indeed, isogeny-based key encapsulation, SIKE [ACC+17], is listed in the NIST
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Table 1. Previous results on one-coordinate arithmetic

Forms Scalar multiplication Isogeny computation

Montgomery Montgomery [Mon87] Renes [Ren18], Costello and Hisil [CH17]

Montgomery− Castryck and Decru [CD20]

Edwards Farashahi and Hosseini [FH17] Kim et al. [KYPH19]

Huff Huang et al. [HZHL20], Dry lo, Kijko, and Wroński [DKW20]

Twisted Jacobi
intersections Hu, Wang, and Zhou [HWZ21]

post-quantum cryptography 3rd round competition [oST16]. An advantage of
isogeny-based cryptography is that their key sizes are smaller than those of other
NIST 3rd round candidates of post-quantum cryptography. In contrast, isogeny-
based cryptography requires more computational costs for execution than other
candidates because, to compute isogenies, we use modular polynomials or Vélu’s
formulas, which are costly calculations.

In 2006, Rostovtsev and Stolbunov [RS06,Sto10] and Couveignes [Cou06]
proposed the first cryptosystem based on the hardness of computing isogenies
using a class group action on ordinary curves. However, this scheme is infeasible
because of the difficulty in constructing suitable curves for efficient isogeny com-
putation. Charles, Lauter, and Goren proposed the first isogeny-based hash func-
tion called the CGL hash function [CLG09]. This is the first practical isogeny-
based scheme that uses supersingular elliptic curves. In 2011, Jao and De Feo pro-
posed a Diffie-Hellman style key exchange scheme from supersingular isogenies,
SIDH [JDF11]. Castryck et al. proposed another isogeny-based key exchange
scheme called CSIDH based on a commutative group action on supersingular
curves [CLM+18]. Castryck and Decru proposed an efficient variant of CSIDH
using 2-isogenies called CSURF [CD20]. Due to its algebraic structure, some dig-
ital signatures and public key encryptions are constructed based on CSIDH (e.g.,
SeaSign [DFG19], CSI-FiSh [BKV19], SiGamal [MOT20b], and SimS [FP21]).
Recently, in 2020, De Feo et al. proposed a novel isogeny-based digital signature
called SQISign [DFKL+20].

The main part of algorithms in isogeny-based cryptosystems consists of scalar
multiplications on elliptic curves and isogeny computations. One typically uses
Vélu’s formulas [Vél71] to compute isogenies. In pursuit of efficiency of the
formulas, many one-coordinate Vélu-type formulas have been constructed. For
example, formulas based on the x-coordinates of Montgomery curves, on the
w-coordinates of Edwards curves, on the w-coordinates of Huff’s curves, and
on the ω-coordinates of twisted Jacobi intersections curves are known. These
constructions have been performed individually. Table 1 summarizes such stud-
ies. In addition to these, there exist formulas for twisted Hessian curves in
[FJ10,BCKL15,BDFM21]. Because these formulas use two coordinates, these
are out of scope of this study.

For each of the coordinates, there are studies constructing efficient formulas.
Meyer and Reith constructed efficient formulas for isogeny computations on the
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Fig. 1. Our unified one-coordinate formulas

x-coordinate of Montgomery curves [MR18], and Bernstein et al. developed a
method to compute this formula in Õ(

√
ℓ) times [BDFLS20], while the original

Vélu’s formulas are computed in O(ℓ) times. They described this method on
the x-coordinates of Montgomery curves. This method is extended to the w-
coordinate of Edwards curves [MOT20a] and the w-coordinate of Huff’s curves
[Wro21,Kim21].

As described above, miscellaneous studies have been conducted regarding
different coordinates of elliptic curves of various models. However, one can ob-
serve that these formulas are very similar. Therefore, we propose the following
question:

Can we construct one-coordinate formulas of scalar multiplication and
isogeny computation of elliptic curves in a unified way?

By considering the generalization of the x-coordinates of Montgomery curves, we
can define a generalized coordinate of elliptic curves, and construct a generalized
formula to compute scalar multiplications and isogeny computations.

1.1 Contribution

In this work, we give an affirmative answer to the above research question. We
contribute to the literature by improving the visibility of the isogeny computa-
tion of different forms of elliptic curves (see Figure 1).

The core of our work is that we introduce a novel function on elliptic curves,
which we call a generalized Montgomery coordinate (Definition 1). This is a
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generalization of coordinates which can be used in isogeny-based cryptography,
i.e., the x-coordinates of Montgomery curves, the x-coordinates of Montgomery−

curves, the w-coordinates of Edwards curves, and the w-coordinates of Huff’s
curves. One can see that these coordinates have similar divisors, and thus, we
can obtain a generalization of these coordinates by considering divisors with
the appropriate form. In particular, the set of poles and zero points of these
coordinates can be seen as a finite subgroup G of elliptic curve E and the shifted
set of G by one point in E, respectively. More precisely, a generalized Montgomery
coordinate for an elliptic curve E can be defined by specifying a finite subgroup
G ⊂ E as poles and a set R0 = R0 + G as zero points, where R0 is a point such
that 2R0 ∈ G and R0 6∈ G. Indeed, we can show that a generalized Montgomery
coordinate is essentially the same as the composition of an isogeny and the x-
coordinate of a (standard) Montgomery curve (Theorem 12).

Moreover, we construct explicit formulas for scalar multiplications and isogeny
computations, which are required for any scheme of isogeny-based cryptography,
via a generalized Montgomery coordinate. There are two formulas to construct
a formula for scalar multiplication: one is the formula of pseudo addition, and
the other is that of pseudo doubling. We construct both formulas by consider-
ing the divisors of the functions of the computational results of each formula.
For example, the pseudo doubling formula is constructed from the divisor of the
function h◦ [2], where h is a generalized Montgomery coordinate. This method of
construction has a high affinity with the definition of a generalized Montgomery
coordinate. Furthermore, two formulas exist to construct the formula of isogeny
computation: one is the formula of computing an image point under an isogeny,
and the other is that of computing a coefficient of a codomain curve under an
isogeny. We construct the first formula in the same way as the formula of scalar
multiplication. In contrast, the second formula is constructed from information
of a generalized Montgomery coordinate of the codomain curve. Because this for-
mula is not constructed by its divisor, this formula has several representations.
In fact, it is known that the formula proposed in [Ren18] and that proposed
in [MR18] are different. We prove that this difference is due to the division
polynomial of the generalized Montgomery coordinates (Theorem 27).

We believe there are many applications of the theory of a generalized Mont-
gomery coordinate. In this paper, we consider two applications as an initial
trial. First, we construct a new efficient formula to compute isogenies on Mont-
gomery curves. This formula is obtained by transplanting the formula of Edwards
curves to Montgomery curves and is more efficient than the previous formula for
high degree isogenies in our implementation. This method of the construction is
easier than considering the isomorphism between Montgomery curves and Ed-
wards curves. Next, we propose a new generalized Montgomery coordinate of
Montgomery− curves called the w-coordinate. We can construct a new algo-
rithm of CSURF via the w-coordinate. Some accelerating techniques exist in
previous algorithms of CSURF, and we need to consider a proper isogeny from
a Montgomery− curve to a Montgomery curve to use these techniques. How-
ever, our proposed algorithm can use these techniques through the w-coordinate
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without considering any isogenies. Thus, our new algorithm gives a simple im-
plementation of CSURF.

Organization. In Section 2, we introduce some mathematical concepts as pre-
liminaries. In Section 3.1, we define the generalized Montgomery coordinate and
basic notations related to it, and in Section 3.2, we prove some important prop-
erties of a generalized Montgomery coordinate. Section 3.3 provides some exam-
ples of a generalized Montgomery coordinate. We prove theorems of formulas of
pseudo addition and pseudo doubling in Section 4.1, and we define division poly-
nomials of the generalized Montgomery coordinates in Section 4.2. In Section
5, we construct formulas to compute isogenies via a generalized Montgomery
coordinate. Section 6 shows some applications of the theory of a generalized
Montgomery coordinate. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section 7.

2 Preliminaries

In this section, we introduce some important mathematical concepts for our
study. The details of the following facts are provided in [Sil09,Gal12].

Let K be a field. An elliptic curve defined over K is a pair (E,OE) of a
smooth algebraic curve E defined over K with genus 1 and a point OE in E(K).
It is known that E(L) has a group structure whose identity element is OE , where
L is an algebraic extension field of K. In this paper, we omit the identity point
OE , we fix K, and if not mentioned, we always fix E over K (i.e., it is defined
over the algebraic closure of K).

Let n be an integer. We denote the multiplication-by-n map between elliptic
curves by [n], and denote a point [n](P ) by nP . We define the n-torsion subgroup
of E(K) as

E[n] = {P ∈ E(K) | nP = OE}.

If ch(K) = 0 or ch(K) ∤ n, then it holds that E[n] ∼= Z/nZ⊕Z/nZ. Here, ch(K)
is the characteristic of K. For a subset S ⊂ E, we define a set 1

2S as follows:

1

2
S := {P ∈ E | 2P ∈ S}.

Let E and E′ be elliptic curves defined over K. An isogeny ϕ : E → E′

defined over K is a nontrivial morphism defined over K of algebraic curves such
that ϕ(OE) = OE′ . It is known that ϕ is a group morphism of elliptic curves.
From an isogeny ϕ, we obtain an injective map ϕ∗ : K(E′) → K(E), where
K(E) and K(E′) are the function fields of E and E′ respectively. The degree
of ϕ denoted by deg ϕ is the degree of the finite extension K(E)/ϕ∗(K(E′)).
If this extension is separable, then an isogeny ϕ is called a separable isogeny.
If an isogeny ϕ is separable, it holds that deg ϕ = #kerϕ. An ℓ-isogeny is a
separable isogeny whose kernel is a cyclic subgroup of order ℓ. For any isogeny
ϕ : E → E′, there is an isogeny ϕ̂ : E′ → E such that ϕ ◦ ϕ̂ = [deg ϕ] : E′ → E′

and ϕ̂◦ϕ = [deg ϕ] : E → E. This isogeny is called the dual isogeny of ϕ. Let G be
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a finite subgroup of E. There is a unique elliptic curve E/G up to isomorphism
and a separable isogeny ϕ : E → E/G such that kerϕ = G. Vélu proposed
formulas to compute this isogeny in [Vél71]. We call these Vélu’s formulas.

Let P ∈ E. Let ordP be the normalized valuation on the local ring of E at P .
The divisor group of an elliptic curve E is the free commutative group generated
by points of E, and a divisor is an element of the divisor group of E. Let f be
a function in K(E)×. The divisor of f , denoted by div f , is defined as follows:

div f =
∑
P∈E

ordP (f)(P ).

Let D =
∑
nP (P ) be a divisor. There is a function f ∈ K(E) such that D =

div f if and only if
∑
nP = 0 and

∑
nPP = OE in E. Let g be a function in

K(E)×. It holds that div f = div g if and only if there is a constant value c ∈ K
×

such that f = c · g.

3 Generalized Montgomery coordinates and their basic
properties

In this section, we define a new function on elliptic curves called the general-
ized Montgomery coordinate. This function gives formulas to compute isogenies,
which are independent of the forms of elliptic curves.

For the sake of defining generalized Montgomery coefficients, we need to fix
the characteristic of K to other than 2. Hence, in this paper, we always let K
be a field whose characteristic is not 2. It is not a problem for isogeny-based
cryptography, because fields with large characteristic are always used in it so
far.

3.1 Definition of a generalized Montgomery coordinate

In this subsection, we define a generalized Montgomery coordinate.
Before defining a generalized Montgomery coordinate, we consider proper-

ties common to the x-coordinate of Montgomery curves, the x-coordinate of
Montgomery− curves, the w-coordinate of Edwards curves, and the w-coordinate
of Huff’s curves. These curves have several common properties. Particularly, we
think that the following four properties are important as coordinates used in
computations. Here, we denote a coordinate on an elliptic curve E as h.

i). It holds that h ∈ K(E).
ii). There is a finite subgroup G ⊂ E such that

h(P ) = h(Q) ⇐⇒ P +Q ∈ G or P −Q ∈ G.

iii). It holds that h(OE) = ∞.
iv). There is a point R0 satisfying 2R0 ∈ G and h(R0) = 0.
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Properties iii) and iv) do not hold for the w-coordinates of Edwards curves, but
do hold for w−1. The property i) indicates that h is a morphism between E and
the projective line P1. The property ii) claims that h(P ) = h(Q) if and only if
the addition of P and Q or their subtraction belongs to a finite subgroup G. This
property comes from the intuition that coordinates with good symmetry may
be related to a subgroup of elliptic curves. This intuition is also found in other
papers. For example, Kohel constructed an efficient model of elliptic curves in
characteristic 2 based on this intuition [Koh11]. The property iii) means OE is a
pole of h, and the property iv) means there is a zero point of h whose doubling
belongs to G.

From the properties ii-iv), we obtain zero points and poles of h. Therefore,
we can write down the condition of the divisor of h. By considering the simplest
condition of div h, we can construct the following definition of a generalized
Montgomery coordinate.

Definition 1 (Generalized Montgomery coordinate). Let E be an elliptic
curve defined over K. Let G be a finite subgroup of E, and let R0 be a point
satisfying R0 6∈ G and 2R0 ∈ G. We denote a set R0 + G = {R0 + P | P ∈ G} by
R0. If a function hG,R0 ∈ K(E) satisfies the following equality, we call hG,R0 a
generalized Montgomery coordinate of E with respect to G and R0:

div hG,R0
= 2

∑
P∈G

(P +R0)− 2
∑
P∈G

(P ).

Remark 2. When we fix G and R0, a generalized Montgomery coordinate with
respect to G and R0 always exists, because it holds that

2
∑
P∈G

P + (2#G)R0 − 2
∑
P∈G

P = OE .

Remark 3. The name “generalized Montgomery coordinate” comes from Theo-
rem 12.

Let E be a Montgomery curve, let G = {OE}, and let R0 = {(0, 0)}; then,
the x-coordinate of E is a normalized generalized Montgomery coordinate with
respect to G and R0. As shown in Table 2, other coordinates are also obtained
by determining G and R0 properly. The definition of a normalized generalized
Montgomery coordinate is given in Definition 10. In Subsection 3.3, we show
that these coordinates are generalized Montgomery coordinates.

Next, we introduce an important notation regarding a generalized Mont-
gomery coordinate which plays a role as a standard Montgomery coefficient.
Before defining this notation, we prove the following lemma.

Lemma 4. Let E be an elliptic curve, and let G be a finite subgroup of E. Then,
the set 1

2G is a subgroup of E including G and is decomposed as follows:

1

2
G = G t (R0 + G) t (R1 + G) t (R0 +R1 + G),
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Table 2. Examples of normalized generalized Montgomery coordinates (Definition 1)

Forms Coordinate hG,R0 (normalized) G R0

Montgomery x x {OE} {(0, 0)}
Montgomery− x

√
−1x {OE} {(0, 0)}

Edwards w = dx2y2 w−1 C4 ∞1 + C4

Huff w = 1/(xy) w {OE} {∞3}
Twisted Jacobi intersections ω =

√
abx2 ω−1 E[2] {points at infinity}

where, t is a symbol for a disjoint union, R0 is a point in 1
2G \ G, and R1 is a

point in 1
2G \ (G t (R0 + G)).

We denote R1 + G by R1.

Proof. Let [2] be a doubling map. Since [2]−1(G) = 1
2G,

1
2G is a subgroup of E.

Note that [2]| 1
2G

: 1
2G → G is surjective. As the kernel of [2]| 1

2G
is E[2], the index

of G in 1
2G is 4. Since [2]( 12G) ⊂ G, it holds that(

1

2
G
)
/G ∼= Z/2Z× Z/2Z.

This completes the proof of Lemma 4. ut

Now, we define a generalized Montgomery coefficient.

Definition 5 (Generalized Montgomery coefficient). Let (E, hGE ,R0
) be a

pair of an elliptic curve defined over K and its generalized Montgomery coordi-
nate. Let R1 be a set defined in Lemma 4, and let R1 be a point in R1. We call
a value αhG,R0

∈ K defined by

αhG,R0
= −hG,R0

(R1)−
1

hG,R0
(R1)

the generalized Montgomery coefficient of hG,R0
.

Remark 6. We can easily show that αhG,R0
is uniquely determined regardless of

the way to decide R1 and R1 from Theorem 11 and Lemma 9.

Remark 7. If hGE ,R0
is the x-coordinate of a Montgomery curve, then the gen-

eralized Montgomery coefficient is the standard Montgomery coefficient.

Remark 8. Let E be an elliptic curve, and let h be a generalized Montgomery
coordinate with respect to a finite subgroup G ⊂ E. Though a Montgomery curve
can be determined from its standard Montgomery coefficient, it is not always
possible to determine E from the generalized Montgomery coefficient of h and
the group structure of G.

As shown in the following lemma, there is a constant ambiguity in a gener-
alized Montgomery coordinate. For the sake of brevity in future discussions, we
define a “normalized” generalized Montgomery coordinate.
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Lemma 9. For a generalized Montgomery coordinate hG,R0 , there exists a con-

stant value c in K
×

such that

hG,R0(P +R0) =
c

hG,R0(P )

for any P in E and R0 in R0.

Proof. We define the two maps ϕ1 and ϕ2 mapping from E to P1 as

ϕ1(z) = hG,R0(z +R0), ϕ2(z) =
1

hG,R0(z)
.

By considering zero points and poles of ϕ1 and ϕ2, we have div ϕ1 = div ϕ2.
Therefore, there is a constant value c 6= 0 such that ϕ1 = c · ϕ2. ut

Definition 10 (Normalized generalized Montgomery coordinate). If c =
1 in Lemma 9, we call hG,R0

a normalized generalized Montgomery coordinate.

By replacing hG,R0 with 1√
c
hG,R0 , we can always take hG,R0 as normalized.

3.2 Basic properties of a generalized Montgomery coordinate

In this subsection, we see some basic properties of a generalized Montgomery co-
ordinate. Theorem 11 shows that a generalized Montgomery coordinate satisfies
property ii) in Section 3.1, and Theorem 12 tells us that a normalized generalized
Montgomery coordinate is a composition of the x-coordinate of a Montgomery
curve and an isogeny.

Theorem 11. Let G be a finite subgroup of E, let R0 be a point such that
2R0 ∈ G and R0 6∈ G, and let R0 be a set R0 + G. Let hG,R0

be a generalized
Montgomery coordinate with respect to G and R0. Then, for P,Q ∈ E, it holds
that

hG,R0
(P ) = hG,R0

(Q) ⇐⇒ P +Q ∈ G or P −Q ∈ G.

Proof. First, we prove that the left-hand side follows from the right-hand side.
We show

hG,R0
(P ) = hG,R0

(−P + S),

for all S ∈ G and P ∈ E. We prove this by comparing divisors of both sides and
substituting a proper point in E. For S ∈ G, we define a map ϕS ∈ K(E) as
follows:

ϕS(z) = hG,R0(−z + S).

It is clear that div hG,R0
= div ϕS . We now prove that the constant function

hG,R0/ϕS is 1 in two cases. If there is a point S̃ such that 2S̃ = S, S̃ 6∈ G,
and S̃ 6∈ R0, we have hG,R0

(S̃) = ϕS(S̃). Because hG,R0
(S̃) is neither 0 nor ∞,

it holds that hG,R0 = ϕS . Suppose that there is no point satisfying the above
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property. Take a point S̃ as a point satisfying 2S̃ = S. Note that S̃ ∈ G or
S̃ ∈ R0. Let R be a point of order 2, and define a function f ∈ K(E) satisfying

div f =

{
2(S̃ +R)− 2(S̃) (if S̃ ∈ G),
2(S̃)− 2(S̃ +R) (if S̃ ∈ R0).

Let R′ be a point in E[2] \ {OE , R}. Because we have

f(S̃ +R′) = f(−(S̃ +R′) + S) 6= 0,∞,

it holds that f(z) = f(−z + S) from considering their divisors. It holds that
(hG,R0

/f)(z) = c · (hG,R0
/f)(−z + S), where c is a constant value. Since

(hG,R0
/f)(S̃) = (hG,R0

/f)(−S̃ + S) 6= 0,∞,

it holds that c = 1. Therefore, hG,R0
(z) = hG,R0

(−z+S). Note that hG,R0
(z) =

hG,R0
(−z) by substituting S = OE . We have

hG,R0
(P ) = hG,R0

(Q) ⇐= P +Q ∈ G or P −Q ∈ G.

Next, we prove the converse. This is showed by considering the property of the
degree of hG,R0 and seeing there are no points that satisfy hG,R0(P ) = hG,R0(Q)
other than points in ±P + G. If P ∈ G or P ∈ R0, the converse is true. Suppose
that P 6∈ 1

2G. Then, we have

#{Q ∈ E | P +Q ∈ G or P −Q ∈ G} = 2#G.

Because deg hG,R0
= 2#G, the converse holds. Suppose that P ∈ R1∪(R0+R1),

where R1 is a set defined in Lemma 4. From Lemma 4 and the above discussion,
if Q 6∈ R1 ∪ (R0 +R1), then it holds that hG,R0(P ) 6= hG,R0(Q). Therefore, it
suffices to show that hG,R0

(P ) 6= hG,R0
(P + R0). We define a map ψ ∈ K(E)

as ψ(z) = hG,R0(z) − hG,R0(z + R0). Let R̃0 be a point such that 2R̃0 = R0.
By considering poles of ψ, we have degψ = 4#G. Note that points belonging to
R̃0 +G, −R̃0 +G, P + R̃0 +G, or P − R̃0 +G are zero points of ψ. From Lemma
4, these sets are disjoint. Therefore, there are no zero points other than those
belonging to these sets. Because ±R̃0, P ± R̃0 6∈ G, we have P does not belong
to the set of zero points of ψ. Hence, it holds that ψ(P ) 6= 0. This completes the
proof of Theorem 11. ut

Next, we state the important theorem (Theorem 12). This theorem shows
that a generalized Montgomery coordinate can be seen as a natural generaliza-
tion of x-coordinates of Montgomery curves.

Theorem 12. Let G be a finite subgroup of E, let R0 be a point satisfying
R0 ∈ 1

2G \ G, let R0 be a set R0 + G, and let hG,R0
be a normalized gener-

alized Montgomery coordinate with respect to G and R0. Then, there is a Mont-
gomery curve E′ and a separable isogeny ϕ : E → E′ with kerϕ = G such that
hG,R0

= x ◦ ϕ, where x is an x-coordinate of E′. Moreover, the Montgomery
coefficient of E′ is the generalized Montgomery coefficient of hG,R0 .
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Before proving this theorem, we prove the following lemma.

Lemma 13. If a point R̃ satisfies hG,R0(2R̃) = 0,

hG,R0
(R̃)2 = 1.

Proof. Because hG,R0
(2R̃) = 0, we have 2R̃ ∈ R0. Thus, 4R̃ belongs to G. From

Lemma 9,

hG,R0
(R̃+R0) =

1

hG,R0
(R̃)

,

where R0 ∈ R0. Therefore, by Theorem 11,

1

hG,R0(R̃)
= hG,R0(R̃+R0) = hG,R0(3R̃) = hG,R0(−R̃) = hG,R0(R̃).

This completes the proof of Lemma 13. ut

Now, we prove Theorem 12.

Proof (Theorem 12). Let ϕ be a separable isogeny ϕ : E → E/G with kerϕ = G.
Let R̃0 be a point in E such that hG,R0(2R̃0) = 0. It is easy to see that there

is an isomorphism between E/G and a Montgomery curve E′ mapping 2ϕ(R̃0)
to (0, 0). If necessary, we compose this isomorphism and the map E′ → E′′;
(x, y) 7→ (−x,

√
−1y), and we denote E′′ by E′. Then, the x-coordinate of ϕ(R̃0)

in E′ is hG,R0(R̃0), because hG,R0(R̃0) = ±1 from Lemma 13. It is easy to check
that

div hG,R0
= div (x ◦ ϕ).

Therefore, hG,R0
= x ◦ ϕ.

Let R1 be a point of E defined in Lemma 4. Then, the generalized Mont-
gomery coefficient of hG,R0

is −hG,R0
(R1) − 1

hG,R0
(R1)

. In contrast, ϕ(R1) is a

point of order 2 in E′ other than (0, 0). Therefore, the Montgomery coefficient
of E′ can be represented by −x(ϕ(R1)) − 1

x(ϕ(R1))
. From hG,R0

= x ◦ ϕ, this
completes the proof of Theorem 12. ut

Remark 14. It is trivial that the formula of scalar multiplication and the formula
of isogeny computation via a generalized Montgomery coordinate immediately
hold from Theorem 12 and the formulas on the x-coordinate of Montgomery
curves; however, in Section 4 and 5, we prove these formulas without using for-
mulas on Montgomery curves. These proofs of formulas are those for several
coordinates, including the x-coordinate of Montgomery curves, and can be con-
sidered as more essential.

3.3 Examples of generalized Montgomery coordinates

In this subsection, we show some examples of generalized Montgomery coordi-
nates already used for computations of isogenies. Table 2 is the summary of this
subsection.
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Montgomery curves. Montgomery curves are elliptic curves named after
Montgomery [Mon87] defined by the equation y2 = x3+αx2+x, where α 6= ±2.
It is known that some computations of Montgomery curves are realized us-
ing x-coordinates [BL17,CH17]. One can see that the x-coordinate of Mont-
gomery curves is a generalized Montgomery coordinate with respect to {OE}
and R0 = {(0, 0)}. In fact, it holds that

div x = 2((0, 0))− 2(OE).

Moreover, direct calculations lead to the fact that x(P+(0, 0)) = 1/x(P ). There-
fore, x-coordinates are normalized.

Montgomery− curves. Montgomery− curves are defined by the equation y2 =
x3+αx2−x, where α 6= ±2

√
−1. From [CD20], it holds that some computations

of Montgomery− curves are computed only using x-coordinates. Since it holds
that

div x = 2((0, 0))− 2(OE),

we have that the x-coordinate of Montgomery− curves is a generalized Mont-
gomery coordinate with respect to {OE} and R0 = {(0, 0)}. Moreover, direct
calculations lead to the fact that x(P + (0, 0)) = −1/x(P ). Therefore,

√
−1x is

a normalized generalized Montgomery coordinate.

Remark 15. Formulas of Montgomery− curves shown in [CD20] are obtained by
applying formulas of a normalized generalized Montgomery coordinate, which
we will prove in Section 4, to

√
−1x.

Edwards curves. Edwards curves are elliptic curves defined by the equation
x2+y2 = 1+dx2y2, where d 6= 0, 1 [Edw07,BL07]. The w-coordinates of Edwards
curves are defined as w = dx2y2. It is known that there are some formulas on
the w-coordinate of Edwards curves [FH17,KYPH19]. For an Edwards curve E,
we denote a cyclic group {(0,±1), (±1, 0)} in E(K) by C4. Because

div x = ((0, 1)) + ((0,−1))− (∞1)− (∞2),

div y = ((1, 0)) + ((−1, 0))− (∞3)− (∞4),

it holds that

divw = 2
∑
P∈C4

(P )− 2
∑
P∈C4

(P +∞1),

where ∞1 and ∞2 are points at infinity of order 2, and ∞3 and ∞4 are points at
infinity of order 4. Therefore, w−1 is a generalized Montgomery coordinate with
respect to C4 and R0 = ∞1+C4. From direct calculations, we have w(P+∞1) =
1/w(P ). Hence, w−1 is a normalized generalized Montgomery coordinate.
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Huff’s curves. Huff’s curves are defined by the equation cx(y2−1) = y(x2−1),
where c 6= ±1 [Huf48,JTV10]. It is known that some formulas of Huff curves can
be computed using w-coordinates defined as w = 1/(xy) [DKW20,HZHL20].
Since

div x = (OE) + (∞1)− (∞2)− (∞3),

div y = (OE) + (∞2)− (∞1)− (∞3),

it holds that
divw = 2(∞3)− 2(OE),

where ∞1, ∞2, and ∞3 are points at infinity of order 2. Therefore, w is a
generalized Montgomery coordinate with respect to {OE} andR0 = {∞3}. From
direct calculations, we have w(P +∞3) = 1/w(P ). Therefore, w is a normalized
generalized Montgomery coordinate.

Twisted Jacobi intersections curves. Twisted Jacobi intersections curves
are defined by the equation

Ja,b :

{
ax2 + y2 = 1,

bx2 + z2 = 1,

where ab(a− b) 6= 0 [FNW10]. It is known that some formulas of twisted Jacobi
intersections curves can be computed using ω-coordinates defined as ω(x, y, z) =√
abx2 [HWZ21]. By the direct computation, we have

div x = (OJa,b
)+((0,−1, 1))+((0, 1,−1))+((0,−1,−1))−(∞1)−(∞2)−(∞3)−(∞4),

where ∞1, . . . ,∞4 are points at infinity of Ja,b. We now show that (
√
abx2)−1

is a normalized generalized Montgomery coordinate. From [FNW10, Theorem 1]
and some computations, there is an isomorphism

EM : v2 = u3 − a+b√
ab
u2 + u −→ Ja,b

(u, v) 7−→
(
− 2v

4√
ab(u2−1)

,
u2−2

√
a
b u+1

u2−1 ,
u2−2

√
b
au+1

u2−1

)
.

Therefore, ω-coordinate is the same as the function 4v2

(u2−1)2 = 1
(u◦[2])(u,v) on

EM . Since u is a normalized generalized Montgomery coordinate, ω−1 is also a
normalized generalized Montgomery coordinate.

4 Scalar multiplication

In this section, we construct the formula of scalar multiplication via a general-
ized Montgomery coordinate and define the division polynomial of the general-
ized Montgomery coordinates. Basic pseudo-operations of a generalized Mont-
gomery coordinate are given in Theorem 16 and Theorem 17. These theorems
lead to the scalar multiplication algorithm on an elliptic curve using a general-
ized Montgomery coordinate using the same method as the Montgomery ladder
[BL17,CS18].
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4.1 Formulas for scalar multiplication

In this subsection, we fix a field K with characteristic other than 2, an elliptic
curve E defined over K, its subgroup G, a point R0 such that R0 ∈ 1

2G \ G, and
a set R0 = R0 + G, and we let hG,R0

be a normalized generalized Montgomery
coordinate with respect to G and R0.

We get the following theorems.

Theorem 16 (pseudo addition). Let P,Q be points of E such that P±Q 6∈ G.
Then, it holds that

hG,R0
(P +Q)hG,R0

(P −Q) =
(hG,R0

(Q)hG,R0
(P )− 1)2

(hG,R0
(P )− hG,R0

(Q))2
.

Theorem 17 (pseudo doubling). Let P be a point in E such that 2P 6∈ G.
Then, it holds that

hG,R0(2P ) =
(hG,R0

(P )− 1)2(hG,R0
(P ) + 1)2

4hG,R0
(P )

(
hG,R0

(P )2 + αhG,R0
hG,R0

(P ) + 1
) ,

where αhG,R0
is the generalized Montgomery coefficient of hG,R0

(Definition 5).

Before proving these theorems, we prove some lemmas.

Lemma 18. It holds that

hG,R0(P +Q)hG,R0(P −Q) =
hG,R0

(Q)2(hG,R0
(P )− hG,R0

(R0 +Q))2

(hG,R0(P )− hG,R0(Q))2
.

Proof. We define the two maps ϕ1 and ϕ2 mapping from E × E to P1 as

ϕ1(P,Q) = hG,R0
(P +Q)hG,R0

(P −Q),

ϕ2(P,Q) =
hG,R0

(Q)2(hG,R0
(P )− hG,R0

(R0 +Q))2

(hG,R0
(P )− hG,R0

(Q))2
.

Suppose Q 6∈ R0 ∪ G. Let ϕ1,Q(z) = ϕ1(z,Q) and ϕ2,Q(z) = ϕ2(z,Q). By con-
sidering zero points and poles of ϕ1,Q and ϕ2,Q, we have div ϕ1,Q = div ϕ2,Q.
Therefore, there is a constant value c such that ϕ1,Q = c · ϕ2,Q. We have c = 1
because

ϕ1,Q(R0) = hG,R0(R0 +Q)hG,R0(R0 −Q) = hG,R0(R0 +Q)2,

ϕ2,Q(R0) = hG,R0
(R0 +Q)2.

As R0 ∪ G is a finite set, it holds that ϕ1(P, z) = ϕ2(P, z) for a fixed point P .
Therefore, we have ϕ1 = ϕ2. ut

Lemma 19. The set 1
2R0 can be decomposed as follows:

(R̃0 + G) t (R̃0 +R0) t (R̃0 +R1) t (R̃0 +R0 +R1),

where R̃0 is a point satisfying 2R̃0 ∈ R0, and R1 is a set defined in Lemma 4.
Moreover, one of the following holds:
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– hG,R0(R̃0 + G) = hG,R0(R̃0 +R0) = {1} and

hG,R0
(R̃0 +R1) = hG,R0

(R̃0 +R0 +R1) = {−1};
– hG,R0

(R̃0 + G) = hG,R0
(R̃0 +R0) = {−1} and

hG,R0(R̃0 +R1) = hG,R0(R̃0 +R0 +R1) = {1}.

Proof. Because E[2] ⊂ 1
2G, we have 1

2R0 = R̃0 +
1
2G. From Lemma 4, the first

part of Lemma 19 holds.
Let R1 be a point in R1. By Lemma 13, we have

hG,R0
(R̃0)

2 = hG,R0
(R̃0+R0)

2 = hG,R0
(R̃0+R1)

2 = hG,R0
(R̃0+R0+R1)

2 = 1.

Therefore, from Lemma 9,

hG,R0(R̃0) = hG,R0(R̃0 +R0) and hG,R0(R̃0 +R1) = hG,R0(R̃0 +R0 +R1).

Since the number of points in h−1
G,R0

(z) for some z ∈ P1 is at most 2#G, it holds
that hG,R0(R̃0 + R0) 6= hG,R0(R̃0 + R1). From Theorem 11, this completes the
proof of Lemma 19. ut

Now, we prove Theorem 16 and Theorem 17.

Proof (Theorem 16). It follows from Lemma 18 and Lemma 9. ut

Proof (Theorem 17). We define the two maps ϕ1, ϕ2 : E → P1 as follows:

ϕ1(z) = hG,R0
(2z),

ϕ2(z) =
(hG,R0

(z)− 1)2(hG,R0
(z) + 1)2

hG,R0
(z)(hG,R0

(z)− hG,R0
(R1))(hG,R0

(z)− hG,R0
(R0 +R1))

,

where R1 is a point in R1. Note that the set of zero point of ϕ1 is 1
2R0, and

the set of poles of ϕ1 is 1
2G. Therefore, from Lemma 4 and Lemma 19, we have

div ϕ1 = div ϕ2. Hence, it holds that ϕ1 = c · ϕ2, where c is a constant value.
From Theorem 16, it holds that

hG,R0
(4z)hG,R0

(2z) =
(hG,R0(3z)hG,R0(z)− 1)2

(hG,R0
(3z)− hG,R0

(z))2
.

Note that αhG,R0
= −(hG,R0(R1) + hG,R0(R0 +R1)). We also have

hG,R0
(4z)hG,R0

(2z) = c · (hG,R0(2z)
2 − 1)2

hG,R0
(2z)2 + αhG,R0

hG,R0
(2z) + 1

.

Using Theorem 16 again, we get

hG,R0(3z)hG,R0(z) =
(hG,R0(2z)hG,R0(z)− 1)2

(hG,R0
(2z)− hG,R0

(z))2
.
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Therefore, it holds that

c · (hG,R0
(2z)2 − 1)2

hG,R0
(2z)2 + αhG,R0

hG,R0
(2z) + 1

=

(
(hG,R0

(2z)hG,R0
(z)−1)2

(hG,R0
(2z)−hG,R0

(z))2 − 1
)2

hG,R0
(z)2(

(hG,R0
(2z)hG,R0

(z)−1)2

(hG,R0
(2z)−hG,R0

(z))2 − hG,R0(z)
2
)2 .

The right-hand side of this identity can be transformed as follows:

(hG,R0(2z)
2 − 1)2(hG,R0(z)

2 − 1)2hG,R0(z)
2

(2hG,R0
(2z)hG,R0

(z)− hG,R0
(z)2 − 1)2(hG,R0

(z)2 − 1)2
.

Hence, we have

c · 1

hG,R0
(2z)2 + αhG,R0

hG,R0
(2z) + 1

=
hG,R0(z)

2

(2hG,R0
(2z)hG,R0

(z)− hG,R0
(z)2 − 1)2

.

Let R̃0 be a point satisfying 2R̃0 ∈ R0. Note that hG,R0(R̃0) = ±1, and

hG,R0
(2R̃0) = 0. By substituting R̃0 for z, we get c = 1

4 . ut

4.2 Division polynomials of the generalized Montgomery
coordinates

In this subsection, we define the division polynomials of the generalized Mont-
gomery coordinates. Although this definition is not the same as that of standard
division polynomials, they are essentially the same.

Before defining the division polynomials, we prove the following proposition.

Proposition 20. Let Ψ = 4(h2+αh+1). For any m ∈ Z≥1, there exist polyno-
mials Φm, Ψm ∈ Z[α, h] such that, for any elliptic curve E and any normalized
generalized Montgomery coordinate hG,R0

, the following three properties hold: If
m is odd,

– It holds that

hG,R0
(mP ) =

hG,R0
(P )Φ2

m(αhG,R0
, hG,R0

(P ))

Ψ2
m(αhG,R0

, hG,R0
(P ))

;

– The highest term of Φm(α, h) in the variable h is h
m2−1

2 ;

– The highest term of Ψm(α, h) in the variable h is m · hm2−1
2 .

If m is even,

– It holds that

hG,R0
(mP ) =

Φ2
m(αhG,R0

, hG,R0
(P ))

hG,R0
(P )Ψ2

m(αhG,R0
, hG,R0

(P )) · Ψ(αhG,R0
, hG,R0

(P ))
;
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– The highest term of Φm(α, h) in the variable h is h
m2

2 ;

– The highest term of Ψm(α, h) in the variable h is m
2 · hm2−4

2 .

Here, αhG,R0
is the generalized Montgomery coefficient of hG,R0 .

Proof. We prove this proposition by mathematical induction. In the case of
m = 1, we have Φ1(α, h) = 1, and Ψ1(α, h) = 1. In the case of m = 2, from
Theorem 17, we have Φ2(α, h) = h2 − 1, and Ψ2(α, h) = 1. Let s be an odd
integer greater than or equal to one. Suppose that Proposition 20 holds for
m = s and m = s+ 1. From Theorem 16, it holds that

hG,R0((2s+ 1)P ) =
(hG,R0

(sP )hG,R0
((s+ 1)P )− 1)2

hG,R0(P )(hG,R0(sP )− hG,R0((s+ 1)P ))2

=
hG,R0(P )(Φ

2
sΦ

2
s+1 − Ψ2

sΨ
2
s+1Ψ)

2

(hG,R0
(P )2Φ2

sΨ
2
s+1Ψ − Φ2

s+1Ψ
2
s )

2
.

In this proof, as in the equation above, we often omit (αhG,R0
, hG,R0

(P )). We
define

Φ2s+1(α, h) = Φs(α, h)
2Φs+1(α, h)

2 − Ψs(α, h)
2Ψs+1(α, h)

2Ψ(α, h),

Ψ2s+1(α, h) = h2Φs(α, h)
2Ψs+1(α, h)

2Ψ(α, h)− Φs+1(α, h)
2Ψs(α, h)

2.

It is easy to show that the highest term of Φ2s+1(α, h) in the variable h is

h
(2s+1)2−1

2 , and that of Ψ2s+1(α, h) in the variable h is (2s+1) ·h
(2s+1)2−1

2 . There-
fore, Proposition 20 holds for m = 2s+ 1. From Theorem 17, it holds that

hG,R0
(2sP ) =

hG,R0
(2P )Φ2

s(αhG,R0
, hG,R0

(2P ))

Ψ2
s (αhG,R0

, hG,R0(2P ))

=
(hG,R0

(P )2 − 1)2

hG,R0(P )Ψ

Φ2
s(αhG,R0

,
(hG,R0

(P )2−1)2

hG,R0
(P )Ψ ) · (hG,R0(P )Ψ)

s2−1

Ψ2
s (αhG,R0

,
(hG,R0

(P )2−1)2

hG,R0
(P )Ψ ) · (hG,R0

(P )Ψ)s2−1
.

We define

Φ2s(α, h) = (h2 − 1)(Φs(α, (h
2 − 1)2/(hΨ(α, h))) · (hΨ(α, h))

s2−1
2 ),

Ψ2s(α, h) = Ψs(α, (h
2 − 1)2/(hΨ(α, h))) · (hΨ(α, h))

s2−1
2 .

It is easy to show that the highest term of Φ2s(α, h) in the variable h is h
(2s)2

2 ,

and that of Ψ2s(α, h) in the variable h is s · h
(2s)2−4

2 . Therefore, Proposition 20
holds for m = 2s.

Next, we consider the case that s is even. Suppose that Proposition 20 holds
for m = s and m = s+ 1. From Theorem 16, it holds that

hG,R0((2s+ 1)P ) =
hG,R0

(P )(Φ2
sΦ

2
s+1 − Ψ2

sΨ
2
s+1Ψ)

2

(hG,R0(P )
2Φ2

s+1Ψ
2
sΨ − Φ2

sΨ
2
s+1)

2
.
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We define

Φ2s+1(α, h) = Φs(α, h)
2Φs+1(α, h)

2 − Ψs(α, h)
2Ψs+1(α, h)

2Ψ(α, h),

Ψ2s+1(α, h) = Φs(α, h)
2Ψs+1(α, h)

2 − h2Φs+1(α, h)
2Ψs(α, h)

2Ψ(α, h).

It is easy to show that the highest term of Φ2s+1 in the variable h is h
(2s+1)2−1

2 ,

and that of Ψ2s+1 in the variable h is (2s+1) ·h
(2s+1)2−1

2 . Therefore, Proposition
20 holds for m = 2s+ 1. From Theorem 17, it holds that

hG,R0
(2sP ) =

Φ2
s(αhG,R0

, hG,R0
(2P ))

hG,R0
(2P )Ψ2

s (αhG,R0
, hG,R0

(2P ))Ψ(αhG,R0
, hG,R0

(2P ))

=
1

hG,R0
(P )Ψ

Φ2
s(αhG,R0

,
(hG,R0

(P )2−1)2

hG,R0
(P )Ψ ) · (hG,R0

(P )Ψ)s
2

(hG,R0
(P )2 − 1)2Ψ2

s (αhG,R0
,
(hG,R0

(P )2−1)2

hG,R0
(P )Ψ ) · Ψ̃2 · (hG,R0

(P )Ψ)s2−4
,

where Ψ̃(α, h) is a polynomial

Ψ̃(α, h) = 2(h4 + 2αh3 + 6h2 + 2αh+ 1).

We define

Φ2s(α, h) = Φs(α, (h
2 − 1)2/(hΨ(α, h))) · (hΨ(α, h)) s2

2 ,

Ψ2s(α, h) = (h2 − 1) · Ψs(α, (h
2 − 1)2/(hΨ(α, h))) · Ψ̃(α, h) · (hΨ(α, h))

s2−4
2 .

It is easy to show that the highest term of Φ2s(α, h) in the variable h is h
(2s)2

2 ,

and that of Ψ2s(α, h) in the variable h is s · h
(2s)2−4

2 . Therefore, Proposition 20
holds for m = 2s. This completes the proof of Proposition 20. ut

Now, we define the division polynomials of the generalized Montgomery coordi-
nates.

Definition 21 (Division polynomials of the generalized Montgomery
coordinates). Let m ∈ Z≥1, and let Ψm and Ψ be polynomials defined in the
proof of Proposition 20. We define a polynomial ψ′

m ∈ Z[α, h] as

ψ′
m(α, h) =

{
Ψm(α, h) (m is odd),

h · Ψm(α, h) · Ψ(α, h) (m is even).

We define a polynomial ψm ∈ Z[α, h] as ψm = ψ′
m/d, where d is the max-

imal integer such that ψ′
m/d is in Z[α, h]. That is, ψm is primitive. We call

the polynomial ψm the m-th division polynomial of the generalized Montgomery
coordinates.
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The following theorem claims an important property of division polynomials
of the generalized Montgomery coordinates. This property provides the condition
for the equality of the computational results of different formulas (Theorem 27).

Theorem 22. Let p be the characteristic of K, and let m ∈ Z≥1 satisfy p ∤ m
if p 6= 0. We define an ideal Im in a polynomial ring Z[α, h] as follows:

Im = {ψ | ψ(αhG,R0
, hG,R0

(P )) = 0 ∈ K for all (E, hG,R0
) and P ∈ E[m] \ G}.

Then, it holds that Im = (p, ψm), where ψm is the m-th division polynomial of
the generalized Montgomery coordinates.

Proof. First, we consider the case of p > 0. It is clear that p ∈ Im. Therefore, we
prove that ψmFp[α, h] = Im, where ψm is an image of ψm under the canonical
map Z[α, h] → Fp[α, h], and Im is the ideal generated by an image of Im under
the canonical map Z[α, h] → Fp[α, h]. Because p ∤ m, we have ψm 6= 0 from
Proposition 20. We define the ideal Jm of Fp(α)[h] as{

ψ ∈ Fp(α)[h]

∣∣∣∣ ∃f ∈ Fp[α] \ {0} s.t. (f · ψ)(αhG,R0
, hG,R0

(P )) = 0
for all (E, hG,R0

) and P ∈ E[m] \ G

}
.

Since Fp(α) is a field, Jm is a principal ideal. We now prove that Jm = ψmFp(α)[h].
From the construction of ψm, it is clear that ψm ∈ Jm. Suppose that ψm is
not a generator of Jm. Then, there is a polynomial ψ0 such that degh ψ0 <
degh ψm and Jm = ψ0Fp(α)[h]. Let hG,R0 be a normalized generalized Mont-
gomery coordinate with respect to {OE} (e.g., x-coordinates of Montgomery
curves). By the definition of Jm, elements in hG,R0

(E[m] \ {OE}) are the roots
of (f · ψ0)(αhG,R0

, h) for some f ∈ Fp[α] \ {0}. We redefine ψ0 as f · ψ′. Note

that all elements in K \ {±2} can be a Montgomery coefficient of some ellip-
tic curve. Changing E if necessary, we may assume that ψ0(αhG,R0

, h) 6= 0.
Therefore, degh ψ0(αhG,R0

, h) is larger than #hG,R0(E[m] \ {OE}). Note that

#hG,R0(E[m]\{OE}) is m2−1
2 if m is odd, and it is m2+2

2 if m is even. Therefore,

from Proposition 20, degh ψm is the number of elements in hG,R0
(E[m] \ {OE}).

However, we have degh ψ0(αhG,R0
, h) ≤ degh ψ0 < degh ψm. This is a contradic-

tion. Hence, it holds that Jm = ψmFp(α)[h].
Let ψ be a polynomial in Im. It is easy to see that ψ ∈ Jm = ψmFp(α)[h].

Therefore, ψ/ψm is in Fp(α)[h]. We denote ψ/ψm by F (α, h). From Proposition
20, we get that the coefficient of the highest term in the variable h of ψm is
in Fp \ {0}. Therefore, ψm is primitive as a polynomial in (Fp[α])[h]. Note that
ψ ∈ Fp[α, h]. From Gauss’s Lemma, we have F (α, h) ∈ Fp[α, h]. Therefore,
ψ ∈ ψmFp[α, h]. In other words, it holds that Im ⊂ ψmFp[α, h]. Because it is
clear that ψm ∈ Im, we have Im = ψmFp[α, h]. This completes the proof of the
case of p > 0.

We now consider the case of p = 0. We can prove the most part by changing
Fp[α, h] toQ[α, h] and having a similar discussion. The rest is the part that proves
F (α, h) ∈ Z[α, h], where F (α, h) is a polynomial in Q(α)[h] such that F (α, h) =
ψ/ψm for some ψ ∈ Im. Remember that ψm is primitive by its definition. From
Gauss’s Lemma, F (α, h) ∈ Z[α, h]. ut
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5 Isogeny computation

In this section, we construct formulas to compute isogenies via a generalized
Montgomery coordinate. Throughout this section, we fix a field K with charac-
teristic other than 2, an elliptic curve E defined over K, its subgroup G, a point
R0 such that R0 6∈ G and 2R0 ∈ G, and a set R0 = R0 + G, and we let hG,R0

be
a normalized generalized Montgomery coordinate with respect to G and R0.

To compute isogenies, we need two formulas: the formula to compute an
image point under the isogeny and the formula to compute the coefficient of the
codomain elliptic curve. In the subsection 5.1, we construct the first formula,
and in the subsection 5.2, we construct one of the second formulas. The second
formulas are known to be of various types. In Subsection 5.3, we explain that this
difference comes from the division polynomial of the generalized Montgomery
coordinates.

5.1 Formula for image points

In this subsection, we explain formulas for computing image points under isoge-
nies using a generalized Montgomery coordinate.

Theorem 23 (odd degree isogeny). Let G be a finite subgroup of E satisfying

G ∩ (G ∪ R0) = {OE}.

Let ϕ be a separable isogeny ϕ : E → E/G with kerϕ = G. Then, there is a
normalized generalized Montgomery coordinate of E/G with respect to ϕ(G) and
ϕ(R0) satisfying

hϕ(G),ϕ(R0)(ϕ(P )) = hG,R0
(P )

∏
Q∈G\{OE}

(hG,R0
(P )hG,R0

(Q)− 1)

(hG,R0(P )− hG,R0(Q))
.

Proof. We define a map hϕ(G),ϕ(R0) ∈ K(E/G) satisfying

div hϕ(G),ϕ(R0) = 2
∑

P∈ϕ(G)

(ϕ(R0) + P )− 2
∑

P∈ϕ(G)

(P ).

It is clear that hϕ(G),ϕ(R0) is a generalized Montgomery coordinate of E/G with
respect to ϕ(G) and ϕ(R0). By multiplying by a constant value, we can assume
that hϕ(G),ϕ(R0) is normalized. Let R̃0 be a point of E satisfying hG,R0

(R̃0) = 1.
From Theorem 11 and Lemma 19, we have

hϕ(G),ϕ(R0)(2ϕ(R̃0)) = hϕ(G),ϕ(R0)(ϕ(R0)) = 0.

Therefore, by Lemma 19, it holds that hϕ(G),ϕ(R0)(ϕ(R̃0)) = ±1. If this value is

−1, we multiply hϕ(G),ϕ(R0) by −1. We define two maps ϕ1, ϕ2 ∈ K(E) as

ϕ1(z) = hϕ(G),ϕ(R0)(ϕ(z)),

ϕ2(z) = hG,R0(z)
∏

Q∈G\{OE}

(hG,R0(z)hG,R0(Q)− 1)

(hG,R0
(z)− hG,R0

(Q))
.
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It is easy to check that div ϕ1 = div ϕ2. Since ϕ1(R̃0) = ϕ2(R̃0) = 1, it holds
that ϕ1 = ϕ2. This completes the proof of Theorem 23. ut

Theorem 23 gives us the formula for computing an isogeny whose kernel is
G, which satisfies G ∩ (G ∪R0) = {OE}. If E[2] 6⊂ G, and R0 is a point of order
2, then we can construct the natural formula of a 2-isogeny whose kernel is 〈R0〉.

Theorem 24 (2-isogeny). We assume that E[2] 6⊂ G, and R0 is a point of
order 2. Let G = 〈R0〉, and let ϕ : E → E/G be a separable isogeny with kerϕ =
G. Then, there are six normalized generalized Montgomery coordinates of E/G
with respect to ϕ(G) satisfying the following equalities:

h1,±(ϕ(P )) = ± 1

2
√
αhG,R0

+ 2
· (hG,R0

(P )− 1)2

hG,R0(P )
,

h2,±(ϕ(P )) = ± 1

2
√
−αhG,R0

+ 2
· (hG,R0

(P ) + 1)2

hG,R0
(P )

,

h3,±(ϕ(P )) = ± 1√
α2
hG,R0

− 4
·
hG,R0(P )

2 + αhG,R0
hG,R0(P ) + 1

hG,R0
(P )

,

where αhG,R0
is the generalized Montgomery coefficient of hG,R0 .

Proof. Let R1 be a set defined in Lemma 4, let R1 be a point in R1, and let
R̃0 be a point satisfying 2R̃0 = R0. One can check that 2ϕ(R̃0) ∈ ϕ(G) and
ϕ(R̃0) 6∈ ϕ(G) ∪ ϕ(R1). Therefore, from Lemma 4, we have

1

2
ϕ(G) = ϕ(G) t ϕ(R1) t (ϕ(R̃0) + ϕ(G)) t (ϕ(R̃0) + ϕ(R1)).

Hence, we get the following normalized generalized Montgomery coordinates:

– h1,+ and h1,− with respect to ϕ(G) and ϕ(R̃0) + ϕ(G),
– h2,+ and h2,− with respect to ϕ(G) and ϕ(R̃0) + ϕ(R1) + ϕ(G),
– h3,+ and h3,− with respect to ϕ(G) and ϕ(R1) + ϕ(G),

where hi,− = −hi,+ for i = 1, 2, 3. Note that hG,R0
(R̃0+R1) = −1 from Lemma

19. By considering zero points and poles, we have

h1,±(ϕ(P )) = ±c1 ·
(hG,R0

(P )− 1)2

hG,R0
(P )

,

h2,±(ϕ(P )) = ±c2 ·
(hG,R0

(P ) + 1)2

hG,R0(P )
,

h3,±(ϕ(P )) = ±c3 ·
hG,R0(P )

2 + αhG,R0
hG,R0(P ) + 1

hG,R0(P )
,

where c1, c2, and c3 are constant values of K.
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Next, we find these constant values. From Lemma 9, it holds that

h1(ϕ(R̃0) + ϕ(R1)) · h1(ϕ(R1)) = 1.

Therefore, it holds that

c21 · (−4) · (hG,R0(R1)− 1)2

hG,R0
(R1)

= 1.

Thus, we have c1 = 1
2
√

αhG,R0
+2

. It also holds that

h2(ϕ(R̃0)) · h2(ϕ(R1)) = 1.

Therefore, by a similar calculation, we also have c2 = 1
2
√

−αhG,R0
+2

. It also holds

that
h3(ϕ(R̃0) + ϕ(R1)) · h3(ϕ(R̃0)) = 1.

Hence, we also have c3 = 1√
α2

hG,R0
−4

. This completes the proof of Theorem 24.

ut

5.2 Formula for generalized Montgomery coefficients

In this subsection, we construct formulas to compute generalized Montgomery
coefficients of target curves of isogenies by Theorem 23, 24. The following theo-
rems give these formulas.

Theorem 25 (odd degree isogeny). Let R1 be a subset of E defined in
Lemma 4, let R1 be a point in R1, and let G be a subgroup of E satisfying

G ∩ (G ∪ R0 ∪R1) = {OE}.

Let ϕ be a separable isogeny ϕ : E → E/G with kerϕ = G, and let hϕ(G),ϕ(R0)

be a normalized generalized Montgomery coordinate of E/G which is defined in
Theorem 23. Then, the generalized Montgomery coefficient of hϕ(G),ϕ(R0) is

αhϕ(G),ϕ(R0)
=− hG,R0

(R1)
∏

Q∈G\{OE}

(hG,R0
(R1)hG,R0

(Q)− 1)

(hG,R0(R1)− hG,R0(Q))

− 1

hG,R0(R1)

∏
Q∈G\{OE}

(hG,R0
(R1)− hG,R0

(Q))

(hG,R0(R1)hG,R0(Q)− 1)
.

Proof. Because 2ϕ(R1) = ϕ(2R1) ∈ ϕ(G) and R1 6∈ G, the generalized Mont-
gomery coefficient of hϕ(G),ϕ(R0) is

−hϕ(G),ϕ(R0)(ϕ(R1))−
1

hϕ(G),ϕ(R0)(ϕ(R1))
.

Theorem 23 completes the proof. ut
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Theorem 26 (2-isogeny). Assume that E[2] 6⊂ G, and R0 is a point of order
2. Let G = 〈R0〉, and let ϕ : E → E/G be a separable isogeny with kerϕ = G.
Let h1,±, h2,±, and h3,± be normalized generalized Montgomery coordinates in
Theorem 24. Then, the generalized Montgomery coefficients of these generalized
Montgomery coordinates are as follows:

αh1,± = ±
αhG,R0

+ 6

2
√
αhG,R0

+ 2
, αh2,± = ±

αhG,R0
− 6

2
√
−αhG,R0

+ 2
, αh3,± = ∓

2αhG,R0√
α2
hG,R0

− 4
,

where αhG,R0
is the generalized Montgomery coefficient of hG,R0

.

Proof. Most parts of the proof can be shown in the same way as the proof of
Theorem 25. The rest part is that of αh3,± . Since h3,±(ϕ(R1)) = 0, we cannot use

the same discussion as the previous proofs. It is easy to see that a point ϕ(R̃0)
represents the generalized Montgomery coefficients of h3,±, where R̃0 is a point

such that 2R̃0 = R0. From the fact that hG,R0
(R̃0) = 1 or hG,R0

(R̃0) = −1, we
get the formulas to compute the generalized Montgomery coefficients of h3,±.
This completes the proof of Theorem 26. ut

5.3 Difference of some formulas for generalized Montgomery
coefficients

Now, we focus on the formulas for odd-degree isogenies. By considering the
symmetry of the equality and formulas of scalar multiplications, we show that
formulas in Theorem 25 can be represented by the ratio of two polynomials in
Z[αhG,R0

, hG,R0
(Q)]. These formulas are correct; however, one may know that

there are some different formulas to compute generalized Montgomery coeffi-
cients on Montgomery curves (e.g., those proposed in [CH17], and those proposed
in [MR18]). Thus, a question arises: Are these formulas generalized by formu-
las via a generalized Montgomery coordinate? The answer is yes. The following
theorem claims that we can construct these formulas by considering division
polynomials of the generalized Montgomery coordinates (Definition 21).

Theorem 27. Let ℓ be an odd prime, and K be a field whose characteristic
is neither 2 nor ℓ. Suppose that ϕ1, ϕ2, ϕ3, ϕ4 are polynomials in Z[α, h] always
satisfying ϕ2(αhG,R0

, hG,R0
(Q)) 6= 0, ϕ4(αhG,R0

, hG,R0
(Q)) 6= 0, and

αhϕ(G),ϕ(R0)
=
ϕ1(αhGE,R0

, hG,R0
(Q))

ϕ2(αhG,R0
, hG,R0

(Q))
=
ϕ3(αhG,R0

, hG,R0(Q))

ϕ4(αhG,R0
, hG,R0

(Q))
.

Here, E is an arbitrary elliptic curve defined over K, hG,R0
is its arbitrary

normalized generalized Montgomery coordinate, Q is an arbitrary point of order
ℓ in E, ϕ is a separable isogeny with kerϕ = 〈Q〉, and hϕ(G),ϕ(R0) is a normalized
generalized Montgomery coordinate of E/〈Q〉 defined in Theorem 23. Then, it
holds that if the characteristic of K is p > 0,

ϕ1(α, h)

ϕ2(α, h)
− ϕ3(α, h)

ϕ4(α, h)
≡ ψℓ(α, h) ·

φ1(α, h)

φ2(α, h)
(mod p),
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and if the characteristic of K is 0,

ϕ1(α, h)

ϕ2(α, h)
− ϕ3(α, h)

ϕ4(α, h)
= ψℓ(α, h) ·

φ1(α, h)

φ2(α, h)
,

where ψℓ is the ℓ-th division polynomial of the generalized Montgomery coordi-
nates, and φ1 and φ2 are polynomials in Z[α, h] such that φ2(αhG,R0

, hG,R0(Q)) 6=
0 for all (E, hG,R0

) and Q.

Proof. Suppose that the characteristic of K is p > 0. We define ϕ(α, h) ∈ Z[α, h]
as

ϕ(α, h) = ϕ1(α, h)ϕ4(α, h)− ϕ2(α, h)ϕ3(α, h).

Then, it holds that ϕ(αhG,R0
, hG,R0

(Q)) = 0 for all (E, hG,R0
) and Q ∈ E[ℓ] \

{OE} because ℓ is a prime number. Therefore, from Theorem 22, there is a poly-
nomial φ1 in Z[α, h] such that ϕ(α, h) ≡ ψℓ(α, h) · φ1(α, h) (mod p). We define
φ2 ∈ Z[α, h] as φ2(α, h) = ϕ2(α, h)ϕ4(α, h). It is clear that φ2(αhG,R0

, hG,R0(Q)) 6=
0 for all (E, hG,R0

) and Q ∈ E[ℓ] \ {OE}. This completes the proof in the case
that the characteristic of K is p > 0.

The case that the characteristic of K is 0 can be proved similarly. ut

Remark 28. In Theorem 27, we fix that ℓ is a prime number. However, if ℓ is
not prime, similar theorems also hold. In these theorems, the parts of division
polynomials of their equalities get slightly complicated.

From Theorem 27, the problem of constructing an efficient formula is reduced
to the problem of finding a proper element in an ideal Im defined in Theorem
22. We believe that we can use this consideration to estimate the lower bound
of the cost of formulas of isogeny computation. This will be done in our future
works.

6 Applications of a generalized Montgomery coordinate

In this section, we explain two applications of a generalized Montgomery coor-
dinate. The first one is the construction of a new efficient formula to compute
isogenies on Montgomery curves. The second one is the construction of a new gen-
eralized Montgomery coordinate on Montgomery− curves which can construct
the new algorithm of CSURF.

6.1 New formulas to compute isogenies on Montgomery curves

As was seen in Subsection 3.3, the inverse of the w-coordinate on an Edwards
curve is a normalized generalized Montgomery coordinate. Therefore, we know
that the formula on Montgomery curves and that on Edwards curves are es-
sentially same. This sight leads to a formula of w-coordinates to those of x-
coordinates. Kim et al. proposed in [KYPH19] formulas to compute odd degree
isogenies. Let ℓ be an odd integer, and let P be a point of order ℓ. Let ϕ be
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an isogeny E → E/〈P 〉 with kerϕ = 〈P 〉. Then, we can compute an Edwards
coefficient of E/〈P 〉 denoted by d′ as follows [KYPH19]:

d′ = dℓ
s∏

k=1

(w(kP ) + 1)8

28
,

where d is the Edwards coefficient of E, and s is an integer such that ℓ = 2s+1.
From the doubling formula of w-coordinates of Edwards curves in [FH17], we
have the generalized Montgomery coefficient of w−1 is 2 − 4/d. Hence, from
Theorem 12, there is an isogeny ϕ : E → F of degree 4 such that x ◦ ϕ =
w−1, where F is a Montgomery curve whose coefficient is 2− 4/d. Now, we can
construct a new formula on Montgomery curves. Let ϕ′ be an isogeny F → F/〈Q〉
with kerϕ′ = 〈Q〉, where Q is a point in F of order ℓ. Since ℓ is odd, it is easy
to see that the Montgomery coefficient of F/〈Q〉 is 2 − 4/d′. Note that for any
α ∈ K \ {±2}, the curve

x2 + y2 = 1 +
4

2− α
x2y2

is an Edwards curve, and its w-coordinate corresponds to the x-coordinate of the
Montgomery curve y2 = x3 + αx2 + x. Thus, we can compute the Montgomery
coefficient of F/〈Q〉 denoted by α′ as follows:

2− α′

4
=

(
2− α

4

)ℓ s∏
k=1

(2x(kQ))8

(1 + x(kQ))8
,

where α is the Montgomery coefficient of F . Moreover, by considering the quadratic
twist, we can also construct the following formula:

α′ + 2

4
=

(
α+ 2

4

)ℓ s∏
k=1

(2x(kQ))8

(1− x(kQ))8
.

One may transplant the formula on Edwards curves to Montgomery curves
by using an isomorphism between these curves. However, this process is more
complicated than the construction using a generalized Montgomery coordinate.
That is, by considering a generalized Montgomery coordinate, we can transplant
formulas naturally.

This formula is as efficient as that proposed by Meyer and Reith [MR18] for
basic calculations. In addition, as the

√
élu’s formula, this formula is more effi-

cient than that proposed in [BDFLS20]. The
√
élu’s formula is a method for mak-

ing computations of large prime degree isogenies more efficient. In [BDFLS20],
Bernstein et al., first proposed the

√
élu’s formula on Montgomery curves. In

[MOT20a], Moriya, Onuki, and Takagi suggested that the
√
élu’s formula on Ed-

wards curves is more efficient than the original
√
élu’s formula for large degree

isogenies. Because we can adapt the method of [MOT20a] to our new formula,
this is more efficient than that proposed in [BDFLS20] for large degree isogenies.
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Fig. 2. Ratio of the cost of our new formula to that of the previous formula

We implemented our new formula based on the SIBC Python library
[ACDRH21] in [ACDRH20], and compared its cost to that obtained by the pre-
vious formula implemented by [ACDRH21] at various prime degrees. The im-
plementation results are in Figure 2. Here, we use the 4096-bits prime defined
in [ACDRH21] as p, and measured the number of multiplications and squar-
ings in Fp as the cost. The vertical line shows the ratio of the cost of our new
formula to that of the previous formula, and the horizontal line shows the de-
gree of isogenies. That is, at the points below the line of 1.00, our new formula
is more efficient than the previous one. Therefore, for large degree isogenies,
our proposed formula is faster in terms of the number of multiplications and
squarings in Fp in our implementation. It is one of our future works to con-
firm this formula is faster than previous one when implemented in low-level
programming languages (e.g., C) in practical. Our source code is available from
http://tomoriya.work/code.html.

6.2 New generalized Montgomery coordinate to compute isogenies
on Montgomery− curves

In this subsection, we construct a new normalized generalized Montgomery co-
ordinate on a Montgomery− curve. Montgomery− curves are mainly used for
CSURF [CD20]. This coordinate allows us to compute isogenies on Montgomery−

curves by the same formulas on Montgomery curves.

Let E be a Montgomery− curve y2 = x3+αx2−x, and let (a, 0) and (−1/a, 0)
be points of order 2 other than (0, 0). We have

div x = 2((0, 0))− 2(OE),

div y = ((a, 0)) + ((−1/a, 0)) + ((0, 0))− 3(OE).

http://tomoriya.work/code.html
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Therefore, it holds that

div (y2/x2) = 2((a, 0)) + 2((−1/a, 0))− 2((0, 0))− 2(OE).

Direct calculation leads to

y(P )2

x(P )2
· y(P + (a, 0))2

x(P + (a, 0))2
=

(a2 + 1)2

a2
= α2 + 4.

Therefore, 1√
α2+4

y2/x2 is a normalized generalized Montgomery coordinate on

E with respect to 〈(0, 0)〉 and (a, 0). Here, we take p satisfying p ≡ 3 (mod 4),

and fix
√
· : Fp → Fp such that

√
·|(Fp)2 : (Fp)

2 → Fp to
√
A = A

p+1
4 . We denote

1√
α2+4

y2/x2 by w. Because the double of (
√
−1,

√
−α− 2

√
−1) is (0, 0), the

generalized Montgomery coefficient of w is

αw = −w(
√
−1,

√
−α− 2

√
−1)− 1

w(
√
−1,

√
−α− 2

√
−1)

= − 2α√
α2 + 4

.

Remark 29. If a supersingular elliptic curve E defined over Fp has the Fp-

endomorphism ring isomorphic to Z[
√
−p+1
2 ], we say E is on the surface, and

if a supersingular elliptic curve E defined over Fp has the Fp-endomorphism ring
isomorphic to Z[

√
−p], we say E is on the floor.

From Theorem 12, the w-coordinate of the Montgomery− curve can be rep-
resented by w = x ◦ ϕ, where ϕ is an isogeny with kerϕ = 〈(0, 0)〉. This isogeny
is the 2-isogeny which maps an elliptic curve on the surface to that on the floor
[CD20, Lemma 2].

Since #〈(0, 0)〉 = 2, we can compute isogenies of odd degree of Montgomery−

curves by the same formulas on Montgomery curves via the w-coordinates. In
[CDV20], the authors mentioned that by considering an isogeny fromMontgomery−

curves to curves on the floor, the CSURF algorithm becomes more efficient be-
cause formulas on Montgomery curves are used. From Remark 29, this technique
is the same as considering the w-coordinate of Montgomery− curves.

However, the calculation of 2-isogenies dose not work via the w-coordinates.
Let ϕ : E → E′ be a 2-isogeny between Montgomery− curves with kerϕ =
〈(a, 0)〉. We denote the w-coordinates on E and E′ by wE and wE′ , respectively.
Suppose that there is a map f : P1 → P1 such that wE′(ϕ(P )) = f(wE(P )). As
wE(P + (0, 0)) = wE(P ), it holds that f(wE(P + (0, 0))) = f(wE(P )). In con-

trast, because ϕ(0, 0) is the back track point of ϕ (i.e., ker ϕ̂ = 〈ϕ(0, 0)〉), it holds
that wE′(ϕ(P + (0, 0))) = 1/wE′(ϕ(P )). This is a contradiction. Therefore, we
cannot compute wE′(P ) from wE(P ). However, we can compute the generalized
Montgomery coefficient of wE′ from that of wE by the following theorems.

Theorem 30 (2-isogeny). Let p ≡ 7 (mod 8) and let ϕ : E → E′ be a 2-
isogeny defined over Fp with kerϕ = 〈P 〉. We denote the w-coordinates on E
and E′ by wE and wE′ , respectively. We denote the generalized Montgomery
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coefficients of these coordinates by αwE
and αwE′ , respectively. Then, if the halves

of P are defined over Fp, it holds that

αwE′ = −2
αwE

+ 6− 12
√
αwE

+ 2

αwE
+ 6 + 4

√
αwE

+ 2
= −2 +

32
√
αwE

+ 2

(
√
αwE

+ 2 + 2)2
, (1)

and if the halves of P are in ker (πp + 1), the formula is obtained by replacing
αwE′ and αwE

in the equation (1) with −αwE′ and −αwE
, respectively, where πp

is the p-Frobenius map on E.

Theorem 31 (4-isogeny). Let p ≡ 7 (mod 8), and let ϕ : E → E′ be a 4-
isogeny defined over Fp with kerϕ = 〈P 〉 defined over Fp. We denote the w-
coordinates on E and E′ by wE and wE′ , respectively. We denote the general-
ized Montgomery coefficients of these coordinates by αwE

and αwE′ , respectively.
Then, if P is defined over Fp, it holds that

αwE′ + 2

4
=

8ε 4

√
αwE

+2

4

(√
αwE

+2

4 + 1

)
(
2 4

√
αwE

+2

4 + ε

(√
αwE

+2

4 + 1

))2 , (2)

where ε = (−1)
p+1
8 , and if P is in ker (πp + 1), the formula is obtained by re-

placing αwE′ and αwE
in the equation (2) with −αwE′ and −αwE

, respectively.

To prove these theorems, we first prove the following lemmas.

Lemma 32. Let p ≡ 7 (mod 8), and let α be a generalized Montgomery coef-
ficient of the w-coordinate of a supersingular Montgomery− curve defined over
Fp. Then, it holds that α+ 2 ∈ (Fp)

2 and 2− α ∈ (Fp)
2.

Proof. Let E be a Montgomery curve y2 = x3 + αx2 + x. From Remark 28,it
holds that Endp(E) ∼= Z[πp]. Therefore, we have E[8] ∩ ker (πp − 1) ∼= Z/8Z
and E[8] ∩ ker (πp + 1) ∼= Z/8Z. Since (1,

√
α+ 2) ∈ E[4], (1,

√
α+ 2) belongs

to 2(ker (πp − 1)) or 2(ker (πp + 1)). From [MOT20b, Proposition 1], we have
(1,

√
α+ 2) ∈ ker (πp − 1). Therefore, α + 2 ∈ (Fp)

2. Note that E has only one
point of order 2 defined over Fp. Hence, it holds that α2 − 4 6∈ (Fp)

2. Since
α+ 2 ∈ (Fp)

2, it holds that 2− α ∈ (Fp)
2. ut

Lemma 33. Let p ≡ 7 (mod 8), and let α be a generalized Montgomery coef-
ficient of the w-coordinate of a supersingular Montgomery− curve defined over
Fp. If p ≡ 15 (mod 16), then

√
α+ 2 + 2 ∈ (Fp)

2 and
√
2− α + 2 ∈ (Fp)

2, and
if p ≡ 7 (mod 16), then

√
α+ 2 + 2 6∈ (Fp)

2 and
√
2− α+ 2 6∈ (Fp)

2.

Proof. Since −α is also a generalized Montgomery coefficient of the w-coordinate
of some supersingular Montgomery− curve, it is suffice to consider whether√
α+ 2 + 2 is square or not. Let E be a Montgomery curve y2 = x3 + αx2 + x.

Since E is on the floor, it holds that E(Fp)[8] ∼= Z/8Z. From Lemma 32, we have
(1,

√
α+ 2) ∈ E(Fp)[4]. Therefore, the following equation has the roots in Fp:

4(x3 + αx2 + x) = (x2 − 1)2.
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It is easy to see that the roots of this equation are − 1
2 (

4
√
α+ 2±

√√
α+ 2− 2)2

and 1
2 (

4
√
α+ 2 ±

√√
α+ 2 + 2)2. From Lemma 32, it holds that 4

√
α+ 2 ∈ Fp

and
(
√
α+ 2− 2)(

√
α+ 2 + 2) = α− 2 6∈ (Fp)

2.

Therefore, if
√
α+ 2 + 2 is square in Fp, then

1
2 (

4
√
α+ 2 ±

√√
α+ 2 + 2)2 is

a x-coordinate of a point of order 8 defined over Fp, and if
√
α+ 2 + 2 is not

square in Fp, then − 1
2 (

4
√
α+ 2±

√√
α+ 2− 2)2 is a x-coordinate of a point of

order 8 defined over Fp. We let P be a point of order 8 defined over Fp. From
[MOT20b, Proposition 1], if

√
α+ 2+2 is square in Fp, then P ∈ 2E(Fp). Hence,

it holds that 16 | #E(Fp) and p ≡ 15 (mod 16). If
√
α+ 2 + 2 is not square in

Fp, then P 6∈ 2E(Fp). Hence, it holds that 16 ∤ #E(Fp) and p ≡ 7 (mod 16).
This completes the proof of Lemma 33. ut

Now, we prove Theorem 30 and Theorem 31.

Proof (Theorem 30). From [CD20, Lemma 2 and Lemma 5], the halves of P are
in ker (πp − 1), or they are in ker (πp + 1). We first consider a 4-isogeny from
F : y2 = x3 + αwE

x2 + x. From [JDF11, equation (20)] and Lemma 32, it holds
that

F1 := F/〈(1,
√
αwE

+ 2)〉 : y2 = x3 − 2
αwE

+ 6

2− αwE

x2 + x,

F2 := F/〈(−1,
√
(−1)(2− αwE

))〉 : y2 = x3 − 2
αwE

− 6

αwE
+ 2

x2 + x.

Denote one of the halves of P by Q. Let ψ : E → F be a 2-isogeny satisfying
wE = x ◦ ψ. It is clear that if Q ∈ ker (πp − 1) (resp. Q ∈ ker (πp + 1)), then
ψ(Q) ∈ ker (πp − 1) (resp. ψ(Q) ∈ ker (πp + 1)). Therefore, if Q ∈ ker (πp − 1),
then Q = (1,

√
αwE

+ 2), and if Q ∈ ker (πp + 1), then Q = (−1,
√
αwE

− 2).
Hence, if Q ∈ ker (πp − 1), then E′ ∼= F1, and if Q ∈ ker (πp + 1), then E′ ∼= F2.

We now fix Q ∈ ker (πp − 1). From Remark 28,it is suffice to consider a 2-
isogeny from F1 to an elliptic curve on the floor. The points of order 2 are (0, 0)
and (

αwE
+ 6± 4

√
αwE

+ 2

2− αwE

, 0

)
.

Since (0, 0) is the backtrack point of the isogeny F → F1, the codomain of the
isogeny whose kernel is 〈(0, 0)〉 is on the surface. From [CD20, Lemma 2 and
Lemma 5], the generator of the kernel of the isogeny mapping from F to an
elliptic curve on the floor satisfies the x-coordinates of its halves are not in Fp.
Let

α̃± :=
αwE

+ 6± 4
√
αwE

+ 2

2− αwE

,

respectively. The x-coordinates of the halves of (α̃±, 0) are the roots of the
equation

α̃± =
(x2 − 1)2

4(x3 − (α̃± + 1/α̃±)x2 + x)
.
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The roots of this equation is x = α̃± ±
√
α̃2
± − 1. Therefore, if α̃2

± − 1 6∈ (Fp)
2,

then (α̃±, 0) is the generator of the kernel of the isogeny mapping from F to an
elliptic curve on the floor. We have

α̃2
+ − 1 =

8
√
αwE

+ 2

(2− αwE
)2

(
√
αwE

+ 2 + 2)2,

α̃2
− − 1 = −8

√
αwE

+ 2

(2− αwE
)2

(
√
αwE

+ 2− 2)2.

From Lemma 32, it holds that
√
αwE

+ 2
p−1
2 = (αwE

+2)
p−1
2

p+1
4 = 1. Therefore,√

αwE
+ 2 ∈ (Fp)

2. Since p ≡ 7 (mod 8), we have 8 ∈ (Fp)
2. Therefore, α̃2

+−1 ∈
(Fp)

2 and α̃2
− − 1 6∈ (Fp)

2. So, the generator of the kernel of the target isogeny
is (α̃−, 0). Note that α̃− = (

√
αwE

+ 2 − 2)2/(2 − αwE
) ∈ (Fp)

2. From [Ren18,
Proposition 2], we have F1/〈(α̃−, 0)〉 is

y2 = x3 − 2
αwE

+ 6− 12
√
αwE

+ 2

αwE
+ 6 + 4

√
αwE

+ 2
x2 + x.

Since αwE′ is the Montgomery coefficient of this curve, we complete the half of
the proof.

In the case that Q ∈ ker (πp + 1), we have the following equation by the same
discussion as above:

αwE′ = 2
αwE

− 6 + 12
√
2− αwE

αwE
− 6− 4

√
2− αwE

.

This completes the proof of Theorem 30. ut

Proof (Theorem 31). Since Montgomery− curves defined over Fp are on surface
[CD20, Figure 1 and Figure 2], the given 4-isogeny is the composition of 2-
isogenies in Theorem 30. Lemma 33 gives us the proof of Theorem 31. ut

From [CD20, Figure 2] and Theorem 12, the generalized Montgomery coef-
ficient of the w-coordinate is unique for an Fp-isomorphism class. Then, from
above theorems, we can construct a new CSURF algorithm via the w-coordinate
of Montgomery− curves. In the previous CSURF algorithm, we had to move
from the elliptic curves on the surface to those on the floor because of some
speed-up techniques (e.g., Radical isogenies [CDV20,OM21]). In contrast, since
our proposed algorithm consists only of the arithmetic of curves on the floor, we
can use these speed-up techniques without moving from one curve to another.
Thus, this algorithm realizes a simple implementation using only one coordinate.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a novel function on elliptic curves called the general-
ized Montgomery coordinate. This is a generalization of some standard coordi-
nates in isogeny-based cryptography which have been studied separately, i.e., the
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x-coordinate of Montgomery curves, the x-coordinate of Montgomery− curves,
the w-coordinate of Edwards curves, and the w-coordinate of Huff’s curves.

Next, we constructed explicit formulas of scalar multiplication including the
division polynomial and isogeny computation via a generalized Montgomery co-
ordinate. We obtained these formulas by considering the divisors of the functions
related to scalar multiplication and isogeny computation. Note that our new for-
mulas are independently constructed from the forms of elliptic curves that decide
the above conventional coordinates. Moreover, there are two formulas for isogeny
computation: a formula for an image point and a formula for a target elliptic
curve. The formula for an image point is unique for any generalized Montgomery
coordinate; however, that for a target elliptic curve has some different forms. We
proved that this difference is due to the division polynomial of the generalized
Montgomery coordinates.

We believe the theory of a generalized Montgomery coordinate has many ap-
plications. In this paper, we considered two applications as an initial trial. First,
we constructed a new formula for isogeny computation of Montgomery curves.
This formula is based on that of w-coordinates on Edwards curves and is more ef-
ficient for large degree isogenies than previous formulas of Montgomery curves in
our implementation. Furthermore, we proposed a new generalized Montgomery
coordinate of Montgomery− curves. This coordinate allows us to construct the
new algorithm of CSURF that gives a simple implementation. It is an open prob-
lem to construct further applications of a generalized Montgomery coordinate.
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